Reverse Time with Valeriia's
Natural Cosmetic Beauty Line

If you decide to activate your
membership store, you will get:
 The online keys to your new
Associates Store.
 22% commission on all the
products purchased through
your Associate Store

Reserve your position now, it’s free.
We want to come as close as
possible to guaranteeing success for
all our associates. That is why we
decided to withhold our launch until
we have one million potential
members. We want the success of
our founding associates to generate
the wave that will cause others to
follow.
Registering now through an existing
potential associate does not
obligate you in any way.
Once one million potential
associates have registered, you will
be given the opportunity to activate
your store for $100.00. This is your
choice; it is not an obligation!

 4% commission on the
activation fees from
Associate Stores in your
matrix
 4% on the sales of those
stores that are part of your
matrix.

We chose an 8 level matrix because
all businesses requires a high
volume of sales to be successful and
there is no better mechanism to
generate high volume than owning a
business that is at the top of its own
exponentially expanding matrix.
Here is what your matrix will look
like if just five people accept your
offer to join and each new member
does the same:
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You get a fully operational store that
pays you a commission on every
sale generated in your Associate
Store in addition to a commission on
every Associate Store in the matrix
you have created. You may increase
your personal matrix to any level
you desire by inviting others to sign
up through your store. Your
Associate Store’s shopping cart will
contain all of Valeriia Skin Care
Formulas.
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income. It is important to
remember that while everyone is
part of someone else’s matrix, they
are at the top of their own.
If you decide to activate your
Associates Store, your first
commission check will be $4.00 for
every one of your distributors in
your matrix who also activate. Four
dollars might not sound like much
but as an example, if 10 people
joined Valleriia’s Associates through
your store and everyone followed
through for the seven levels of our
matrix, you would earn 10 to the
seventh power times $4.00. All our
program requires to succeed is
cooperation. If everyone
cooperates, it is mathematically
impossible to fail.
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If everyone in this example chooses
to activate their Associates Store,
you matrix will generate
$390,620.00 for the first months

No matter what others do, our
active Associates will own their own
tax deductable business and the
ability to buy all of Valeriia's
products for wholesale.

Important points to
remember:
It is free to reserve your position
There is never any obligation
Once active, you buy Valeriia
Products at wholesale through your
own store.
You are at the top of your own
matrix regardless of where you sign
up
To reserve you place in our
associate matrix, go to:

http://shop.valeriia.com
/affiliate/store.php/stor
e/valeriias-naturalcosmetic-store
Become a Member Free!

